
Naeem Mirza is associated with 

Aurat Foundation for the last 16 

years. He is a human rights activist 

and a former journalist, currently 

serving as Chief Operating Officer 

in AF. He is involved in planning,   

strategizing and implementing   

strategic   organizational   

obligations   to  achieve objectives   

of  women's  empowerment and  

gender equality through research,   

analysis, lobbying  and  advocacy  

with political  parties, legislators  

and  government  on women's  people of Pakistan were experiencing 
rights, human rights and governance  the worst dictatorship of Zia ul Haq. At 
issues. He has authored a number of that time, women under the auspices of 
papers, articles and books. Punjab Women Law Association and 

Women Action Forum, actually came 

out on to the streets against the 

discriminatory policies and laws like 

Qanoon-e-Shahadat (Law of Evidence) 

introduced by Zia’s regime.

This was a dark period. There were no 
A: The journey of AF began 27 years democratic rights for the entire society. 
ago in 1986. This is not a short The main political parties were banned. 
period. It is actually quarter of a There was complete censorship. Media 
century. The time and period when and judiciary were not free. There was 
AF was established is of great only one channel which was state 
significance. This was an era when controlled. Civil Society was in its 

Q: Tell us something about the 

journey of Aurat Foundation. 

How it is connected to the 

larger women rights 

movement in Pakistan?
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nascent phase. At the same time, women were waging The first organized initiative of AF was establishing 

for their rights under the banner of Movement for information centers for women formally known as 

Restoration of Democracy (MRD). ‘Information Network Centers’ at the household level.

Zia brought many other discriminatory laws. He AF identified semi-literate and literate women across 

established Ansari Commission which was asked to the country that could become part of this group. 

prepare a report on women rights in Pakistan. The These information centers were then converted into 

Commission came out with very negative and listening centers.

retrospective suggestions. For example this 

Commission recommended that women should not After establishing radio listening centers,  AF produced 

drive and cannot be the head of the state.  The a 26-episode program ‘Mashal,’ which was written by 

recommendations were so bad that even Zia did not Haseena Moeen. Now I am talking about 1992-1993. In 

dare to public the report. this radio program, women were gathered in a group of 

20-25 from the neighborhood and they used to have 

I am mentioning all these facts because we must discussions on rights along with lighter issues. These 

understand and acknowledge all the sacrifices given by centers later turned into a network from where a 

women in the struggle for democracy in the country. major bunch of activists for future advocacy were 

produced and citizen action committees were formed 

Some feminists believe, and I agree with them, that in 1994.

democratic struggle in Pakistan in the early 80’s began 

under the struggle of women’s rights movement. Side by side, information gathering and dissemination 

continued. The AF team kept collecting, repackaging and 

During the same time, the journey of Aurat Foundation analyzing information. We believe that the biggest 

was initiated. Both Nigar and Shehla were present in challenge for change-makers is to convert information 

the historic protest of February 12, 1983. Initially these into analysis, solution and strategies. In this regard, the 

founders of AF established the organization with the role played by initial AF newsletters such as Aurat, 

vision to provide an information resource center for Hamjholi and Ittla, is still fresh in the minds of people. 

women because they felt that the basic information of Ittla continued until recent times. It started in 1992 and 

all areas of life concerning women was hugely lacking. was published until 2005.

The first ever slogan of AF ‘Information is power, share 

it’ was developed around the same lines at the time In the mid-90’s, we formed the citizen action 

when there was no free media. committees as we felt that since we had laid down the 

first layer of the foundation, it was time to go to 

Though AF was established in 1986, it was formally activism. Both Nigar and Shehla Zia believed that 

launched in a two-day workshop in 1987 which was though practically gender equality is equated with 

again a historic gathering. The entire galaxy of women women’s rights, theoretically it means equality between 

activists including Hina Jilani, Shahnaz Wazir Ali, Nighat two sexes which are men and women. They realized the 

Saeed Khan, Neelum Hussain, Tahira Abdullah and need to reach men in the society.

others attended that workshop. Later, these women 

formed their own organizations and became the icons So these action committees were mixed groups and 

and champions of this cause. were more focused on finding men. Some people call it 

resolving the problem through the problem. I am 

So this is how the journey began and it kept on going leading AF not by design but by the vision of its 

with the vision being broadened and the size of the founders.

organization expanded in terms of human resources 

and program outreach but collecting information and Then we developed the Legislative Watch Program to 

providing information remained AF’s niche. lobby for pro-women laws. By the time we reached 



 
 

2001, there were local body elections. That was a on the Elimination of All kinds of Discrimination against 

turning point for women’s rights movement in Women. We have been formulating suggestions for 

Pakistan as a large number of women entered women empowerment for political parties since 1993.

politics as a result of these elections. 

Even in the 2013 Elections,  AF, with the main technical 

They were given this opportunity because of their input of two prominent women right’s activists - Tahira 

own struggle of two, three decades.  AF kept Abdullah and Naheed Aziz - developed suggestions for 

contributing actively in the all-public campaigns. political party manifestos. We have also been part of 

election observation and disaster relief.  

During all this process of growth,  AF was acquiring 

a character of a social movement. So that is the 

distinction it enjoys as compared to other 

organizations.
A: Gender Equity Program reinforces the vision of Nigar 

and Shehla Zia which was turning AF into a support Then we come to the later part of the journey. Year 
organization. In the 2005 was a tragic 
past two years, I time for all of us as 
have gained a sense Shehla Zia left us 
of satisfaction and though we believe 
contentment and that she is still with 
it’s the same with us and is the 
the entire guiding force 
leadership of AF whereas Nigar 
that we have continues to 
adopted a historic inspire us through 
role of support her vision. 
organization 

through GEP We are now into a 
providing financial new area which is 
assistance and grant-making to  
programmatic NGOs under the 
assistance to a Gender Equity 

number of sub-grantees - our partners. The number is Program (GEP).
now 150 which also include a number of non-competitive 

grants with Ministry of Human Rights, and National Also recently we have gone into a major initiative, 
Commission on the Status of  Women etc.with other like-minded outreach organizations, 

under AWAZ voice and accountability program and 
But this shows that our journey is continuing and we also social mobilization through Waseela-e-Taleem 
have contributed in further developing on the vision of of Benazir Income Support Program (BISP). Then we 
Nigar and Shehla.have other programs where we publish data on 

violence against women (VAW).

We are very seriously committed to promoting 
A:  AF’s commitment to women’s cause, participatory equality clauses of Constitution of Pakistan on 
decision-making, sense of belonging and ownership gender by making the Government of Pakistan 
among staff members, encouragement of initiatives and accountable in relation to its international 
mutual trust - all make AF a unique organization.   commitments. The most relevant is the Convention 

Q: In your view, how has GEP implemented AF’s 

vision?

Q: What makes AF unique?

Naeem Mirza and Nigar Ahmed share a light moment in a meeting with AF staff



The fact that AF evolved from women’s rights and 

democratic movement and later acquired a character 

of social movement gives AF a distinct status in the 

development sector.

The AF of today grew from very classical research- A: I am being described as a feminist by several of my 

based communication model that is forming radio friends. After spending more than 16 years in this 

listening centers. It evolved from step-by-step organization, I feel that it was a difficult transformation of 

interventions starting from information-gathering personality. It was painful because patriarchy is a value 

and dissemination to activism and advocacy and then laden system.

policy - making.

After Shehla left us and Nigar became ill, my colleagues 

After GEP, we entered into and successfully managed like Shabina, Mahnaz, Younas and others continued their 

a totally new dimension of grant-making. AF has journey. It was an enormous responsibility. As it was not a 

always dared to venture into new fields and single episode but a chain of events that triggered women 

dimensions.  All this makes AF unique. rights movement around the world, there was a chain of 

events which made me what I am today. The happiest part 

of this transformation was the fact that it was accepted by 

my colleagues within AF and by the AF Board and women 

rights movement partners.

A: During the process of its evolution,  AF acquired I never consciously experienced transformation from a 

expertise, competence and ability to provide input in male-oriented behavior to gender-sensitive responsive 

terms of women’s overall development.  AF was part behavior. These were circumstances which made me this 

of the process of developing 10th five year plan, gave way. There were many factors which contributed in 

input for various inquiry commission reports, the making me a leading male figure in this movement.

most important being the Inquiry Commission  

Report on Women in 1997 which was produced My political skills were a big advantage for me throughout 

under Justice Nasir Aslam Zahid.  Shehla was the this process. I had been a journalist for 20 years. It is a 

member of that Commission. hugely stressful profession. I sometimes equate my 

 contribution to AF and women’s rights movement in 

AF also contributed to frame and develop laws and Pakistan with my ability to manage the stress that I learnt 

reforms, especially Muslim Family Laws. Historically, during my journalistic career.

we feel proud that we contributed in bringing  

amendments to Muslim Family Laws which made Another part of my personality that greatly helped me to 

‘Khula’ easier, making the life of women easier. comprehend and play my role as a male supporter of this 

movement was my political behavior. I have been a political 

Law on honor killing which came into force in 2004 activist throughout my life. Even in my student life, I was a 

was developed by Shehla Zia. It was a very political activist regularly contesting union elections. I 

progressive law which was actually hugely mutilated think my political and journalistic temperament shaped my 

by the Ministry of Law at that time and lost all its feminist personality.

value and effectiveness. We continued to provide 

input into government policies. Most important Nigar and Shehla had huge influence in my life. They gave 

among them was the National Policy for me an in-depth understanding of the value system of 

Development and Empowerment of  Women 2002. I patriarchy. 

believe that concrete and actual input was the major 

role played by the AF during all that process. To a larger extent, I learned and experienced gender and 

Q: Being a staunch male supporter of women’s 

rights, what role you think men can play in 

achieving targets of women empowerment in the 

country?

Q: How has AF’s work contributed to political, 

economic, and social empowerment of 

women?



feminism in AF’s gender- sensitive environment and in empowerment in local communities.

petty quarrels with Aliya, my spouse, through which I must admit here that I enjoyed a psychological edge in 

she tactically taught me to deal with hidden and convincing men in the case of women’s empowerment. 

structured patriarchal values. When I speak for women’s rights, men tend to agree 

 more.

In feminist debate about patriarchy and masculinity,  

the major concern is about men’s role. The answer is 

simple. They do it because they control the 

resources. But we must not forget that times are 

changing. It is to this extent in society that even A: I think women’s right movement in Pakistan needs to 

when we say “look there is some change in the revisit its approaches and see what changes have taken 

women’s rights movement in society,” in fact it place in recent times. Sometimes I feel, though not all 

implies that there is more male acceptability of women rights activists agree, that our society has not 

women rights. come out of post-martial law legacy. We have to realize 

 that may be some of us have also not come out of post-

The most encouraging aspect is that there is change martial law syndrome. We still work in reactive mode.

in society. One example is promulgation of some  

very strong legislation in the previous Parliament This does not mean that society has not progressed. The 

which was approved overwhelmingly and policies and laws have been revisited. But I think there is a 

unanimously by majority of men. They had no other need for a larger debate on core objectives of the women 

choice. They knew that this is the demand and need rights movement in Pakistan. The aims which were guiding 

of the hour and this is what women and children of principles for this movement 20 years back have changed 

future generations of Pakistan want. to a large extent. The 18th Amendment has even changed 

the entire dynamics of governance. I think we need to 

In major campaigns of AF, more than 85 per cent of have deeper discussion on women rights movement. It is 

volunteers were men and these men have played a going in the right direction but needs to be further 

crucial role in spreading the message of women’s discussed for clearer perception.

Q: Do you think women rights movement in 

Pakistan is progressing in the right direction?

As part of GEP's information and dissemination advocacy IRC Organizes Five Theatre 
campaign on gender-based violence, the Interactive Performances
Resource Centre (IRC) organized five theatre 

performances focusing on “Masculinity and Domestic 

Violence” during the months of May and June.  Around 

300 people from all walks of life participated in these 

interactive performances. 

The first event was held on May 29, 2013 in Lahore IRC 

office. The second took place at National Press Club, 

Islamabad, on June 12, 2013 which was followed by the 

third on June 13, 2013 at Islamabad Hotel.

The fourth performance was in Lahore on June 26, 2013 

whereas the fifth performance was held in Alhamra Hall, 

Lahore, on June 29, 2013. 



GEP in Action 

  
Though political participation is not one of 
the four main objectives of Gender Equity 
Program (GEP), the GEP team remained 
extensively involved in AF’s election activities 

GEP developed a and engagements and diligently worked on 
matrix making a election documentation.
comparative 
analysis of party 
manifestos in 
context to 
women’s 
participation and Under Grant Cycles 3 and 5, GEP registered 
inclusion in the 370,401 women enabling them to vote for 
elections.the very first time in the 2013 elections.

The aim was to In addition, GEP’s sub-grantees carried out 
see whether the 2,693 voter education sessions that 
manifestos of parties viewed women’s rights as benefitted 88,100 women.

Matrix of 
Manifestos

CNIC Registration under 
Grant Cycles 3 and 5

  

Aurat Foundation has been campaigning to seats for women in the upper and lower houses of 
ensure political participation of women since Parliament. This demand saw success in 2000 when 
1993. It has worked on raising awareness women were given 17% quota of reserved seats in 
amongst women in respect to their voting Parliament and 33% in the local government. Since 
rights, engaged with political parties to ensure the elections of 2008,  AF has also included 
that women's issues are included in party monitoring of elections in its ambit.
manifestos, and established consultative councils 
of women in Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi, AF published and widely disseminated a booklet 
Peshawar and Quetta. entitled “Suggestions on Women's Empowerment of 

Election Manifestos of Political Parties” written by 
Furthermore,  AF also engaged with relevant human rights activists Naheed Aziz and Tahira 
government institutions to raise awareness on Abdullah. The booklet critically analyzes election 
women's right to participate in the electoral manifestos of political parties through a gender lens.
process and have even suggested mechanisms 
on how to make the electoral process more Aurat Foundation along with Gender Concerns 
inclusive of women. International (GCI) monitored the 2013 General 

Election with reference to women's participation in 
AF has also been instrumental in raising the election. A team of international women 
awareness regarding women's rights issues via observers from GCI trained 50 Pakistani women 
television, radio and print media and printing observers. These observers were then assigned 
and disseminating materials such as pamphlets, polling stations in different parts of the country. 
posters, stickers and audio cassettes on 
women's right to vote. AF also established election cells at its headquarter 

and regions to track and receive information on 
AF's campaign included a demand for reserved women's participation in the elections.

Gender Equity Program’s Contribution to AF’s Election Activities

AF’s advertisement appeared in five Urdu
and English dailies.



part of their political mandate and specific 
rights such as political participation, legislation, 
education, health and gender-based violence 
they promise to work on.

GEP published three advertisements in Dawn, The 
News and The Express Tribune and two in Jang and 
Daily Express on May 10. The purpose was not only 
to encourage citizens to vote but also to vote for 
parties that had included women’s rights in their 
manifestos and had a track record of supporting 
women’s empowerment initiatives in the past.

representatives of political parties from casting their 
vote
No electricity in six polling stations in Peshawar 

GEP staff members at national and regional levels forcing voters to stand in the heat
took active part in election observation and ·    Insufficient voting material in polling stations in 
submitted reports based on their findings at the AF Punjab. There were shortages of forms, ink and 
election cell. Some of the observations mentioned in envelopes. The material was also provided late
these reports are: ·    Violation of ECP's code of conduct as oversized 

banners and posters of candidates were ignored
·    Lack of voter education among women ·    Late opening of some polling stations in Karachi
·    Lack of experience and training of polling staff ·    Rigging in some polling stations in Karachi where 
·    Bribes offered to voters to buy their votes people were pressured to vote for a particular party 
·    Illiterate women pressured to vote based on the and a presiding officer was seen removing a book of 

choice of their family head green ballots from the polling booth containing 
·    In Peshawar, some women voters stopped by unused ballot papers.

Advertisements in Leading 
Newspapers

Election Observations

Comparative Analysis of Manifestos on Women Participation and Inclusion

The elections of 2013 were a critical milestone in 
Pakistan’s political history as for the first time a civilian 
government completed a full term and subsequently 
handed power over to another elected civilian 
government.

This year, the number of women voters and 
contestants increased tremendously.  A total of 147 
women contested the elections on general seats from 
105 National Assembly constituencies.  At the 
provincial level 301 women contested on general seats 
from 203 constituencies. The situation of women 
voters and contestants as well as their role in the 
administration of elections was closely observed by 
national and international donors.

 Name of political party

Awami National Party

Awami Workers Party (AWP)

Jamit Ulema Islam (JUI)

Mutahda Qoumi Movement (MQM)

Pakistan Muslim Leaque (F)

Pakistan Muslim Leaque (N)

Pakistan Muslim Leaque Q)

Pakistan People’s Party Parliamentarians
(PPPP)

Pakistan Tehrik-e-Insaf (PTI)

Women’s Economic
Empowerment

Women’s Political
Participation

Gender
Equality

Gender
Equity

Passing of 
Particular

Laws

Int’I Instruments
re women’s Rights

Education for
girls/women

Health care
for women

RHR
Police

Protection
GBV/
VAW

Total
Marks



Post Elections Activities Councils. 

The report also cited instances where women were AF issued a preliminary report on the findings of 
barred from voting.For example, in Upper Dir only one their election observers. This  report noted that 
woman was able to poll her vote in UC Darora. In Lower there was a huge female voter turnout representing 
Dir, women were stopped from voting in seven all age groups.
constituencies, and in Buner district women were not 
allowed to vote in 17 union councils.Many women voters traveled long distances to 

reach polling stations accompanied with children, 
Despite these hurdles,  AF commended the ECP on its friends and relatives.In Sargodha women voted for 
efforts to ensure inclusivity of women voters. the first time in Lilliani and Moazamabad Union 

Interaction with Veeru Kohlin work done and help 
people like myself!” I just 

Zainab Ali Khan from GEP’s Monitoring and had Rs. 2,800 in my bank 
Evaluation Unit interviewed Veeru Kohlin, the first account when I was 
Pakistani Hindu woman to have ever contested the nominated as a candidate. 
elections. Being a revered Hindu 

deity, I wanted the cow as Q: How did you and your family get trapped 
my electoral symbol, but it in the world of bonded labor?
was already taken so I 

A: I remember a very happy childhood. I was 
settled for a “matki” or 

married off at the age of 19. My family wanted to 
earthenware pot.

move from Nagarparker to Umerkot as they had 
Q: What obstacles and challenges did you face heard that there is more work there and the wages 
while campaigning for the elections?are better. Hence we moved in 1992 or 1993. That 

is when we started working for a landlord who A: I was threatened by local political leaders and feudal 
offered us an opportunity for sharecropping. Eight lords and my campaign posters were destroyed and 
other families were kept as bonded laborers on my workers harassed. The night before the election a 
those lands in addition to mine. rumor was spread that I had withdrawn as an 

electoral candidate. I went door to door to meet my Q: At what point did you decide to escape?
voters to assure them this was just a rumor. Then, on 

A: I was in the process of deciding to marry off one 
the day of the elections, my voters were not allowed 

of my daughters when the landlord intervened and 
to leave their farms and brick kilns so I lost those 

rebuked me for having the tenacity to fix my 
votes. Many of the voters who did turn up were not 

daughter’s marriage without his permission. When I 
permitted to vote especially if they were haris. In the 

told him that our domestic matters were not his 
months leading up to the elections, I was asked by a 

business and he should only concern himself with 
prominent politician to withdraw my candidacy. First I 

the work we do on his land, he stopped giving us 
was offered Rs. 200000 and then Rs. 1,000,000. 

food. That is when I knew we had to get out and so 
Despite all these obstacles I still managed to win 

I ran away to my brothers. 
6,260 votes. I was also attacked twice during my 

Q: What made you decide to run for the campaigning days. I was provided no security even 
2013 elections? though I had informed the police in Hyderabad that I 

had received death threats.A: I remember a year ago when I made countless 
trips to a Nazim’s office for a signature on some Q: Do you ever fear for your life given the life 
documentation for a Computerized National threatening situations you often find yourself in?
Identity Card (CNIC). I was so sick and tired of the 

A: There are 17,000,00 bonded laborers in Pakistan 
process that I thought “Why don’t I run for 

today. Even though I did not win the elections I plan 
elections? If elected, I would actually get some 

to work to emancipate each and every one of them.

Veeru Kohlin interacts with her community.



GEP in ActionAdopting a unique approach to address gender- Parveen Akhtar met the Senior Manager (HANDS) Lal 

based violence (GBV), the Gender Equity Program Din at the mid-term review meeting at Panah Shelter 

(GEP) announced cluster grants in Grant Cycle 6A Home and requested HANDS to provide a doctor for 

with an objective to bring various partners working women residents of BFOHT.  The doctor shall visit 

on the same cause on one platform and strengthen BFOHT once or twice a month for medical checkup on a 

them to help each other in the long run.

One of these successful collaborations is the 

partnership between Health and Nutrition 

Development Society (HANDS) and Bint-e-Fatima 

Old Home Trust (BFOHT).  Both partners are 

working in Sindh on a similar grant under projects 

titled ‘Facilitating Economic Rehabilitation of GBV 

Survivors’ and ‘Strengthening Shelter Homes’ 

respectively.

HANDS is facilitating economic rehabilitation and 

empowerment of 200 GBV survivors who have 

resided or are presently residing in Bint-e-Fatima 

Old Home and Panah Shelter. The purpose is to 

improve the quality of rehabilitation services 

available particularly for vulnerable group of women 

who leave their homes and families to seek refuge 

from violence. Emphasis was laid on assessment of voluntarily basis. The Senior Manager HANDS agreed to 
aptitude and provision of counseling so those the request and ensured that a lady doctor and a Lady 
women are able to pursue relevant and sustainable Health Visitor will visit the BFOH twice a month.
economic activities once they leave the shelter. 

Series of trainings are conducted according to the The HANDS manages six basic health units in Karachi 
requirements of beneficiaries. which operate in rural communities. They provide basic 

health facilities like measuring blood pressure, sugar test, 
Bint-e-Fatima is providing an enabling environment medicines, treatment of common ailments, common skin 
to GBV survivors to develop and demonstrate the diseases, health awareness sessions, physical exercises and 
system which leads to full rehabilitation and medical counseling.
self–fulfillment of survivors. 

As a result, four visits of the doctor along with the Lady 
They are also capacitating the shelter to cater to Health Visitor have already been organized. During the 
the longer term needs of GBV survivors through a visit, the doctor asked the BFOHT residents about their 
holistic rehabilitation mechanism so that women are medical condition, checked their blood pressure and 
fully empowered and equipped with required skills prescribed medicines.
for successful reintegration into society. During the 

project, BFOHT has developed a significant It has been decided among the two organizations that 
partnership with HANDS. HANDS will also provide medicines to BFOHT for the 

resident women and this partnership will continue in the 
On June 25, 2013, the Project Coordinator BFOHT future even after the completion of the project.

Hands and Bint-e-Fatima Old Home Trust - A Story of Successful Partnership

Doctor collects information regarding the health condition of a survivor.



Sixth Grant Cycle

Where We Work 
GEP Outreach 
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The map shows GEP interventions in various districts of Pakistan up to June 2013



 
 

GEP Events 

Bringing Smiles to Maimed 
Faces

system that leads to full rehabilitation and self-

fulfillment of acid burn survivors. This project will feed 

into a “seamless service” that GEP envisions as a chain 

of institutions and processes at different levels to help The social reintegration event organized by Acid 

Survivors Foundation (ASF) on June 4, 2013 

under Gender Equity Program (GEP) sub-grant 

was an effective recreational and knowledge 

session for acid burn survivors.

The event was held to observe the International 

Day of the Innocent Child - Victims of Aggression. 

Earlier, the ASF organized similar events to 

commemorate National Women’s Day on 

February 12, 2013 and International Women’s 

Day on March 8, 2013.

The survivors discussed child rights and the 

process of political empowerment to ensure GBV survivors. The support is expected to strengthen 
human rights. The discussion opened with the the systems and services already in place by linking 
Convention of Child Rights and expanded to the them together and increasing their outreach, efficiency 
rights of an individual in Pakistan. The survivors and effectiveness.
gave their feedback on how children should be 

raised in a family and treated by society. Under this sub-grant,  ASF is catering to 50 survivors 

by equipping the shelter to cater to long-term needs 
This was followed by games and interaction with of acid violence survivors.  ASF is employing a holistic 
youth volunteers who gave the children their first rehabilitation mechanism aimed at empowering 
experience of handling a guitar and taught them survivors and equipping them with the required skills 
how to play it. At the end, goodie-bags were given for successful re-integration.
to the participants by Cathy Moore from the 

USAID. Acid violence is one of the worst forms of gender-

based violence (GBV). Although it is a global 
Following that, the survivors watched the film phenomenon, it is highly prevalent in Pakistan and 
“Ramchand Pakistani”.  The survivors gave their mostly affects women and girls, who constitute about 
opinion on how an ideal family should work and 80% of the victims. Around 111 acid burn cases were 
the importance of keeping children safe and brought to ASF’s attention in 2012.
giving them the rights they deserve. In the 

evening, they visited the Marghazar Zoo and an During all these social reintegration events, survivors 
amusement park. took part in activities inside and outside of the shelter. 

In addition to entertainment, they were also briefed 
This GEP sub-grant aims to create an enabling by ASF staff and experienced external volunteers on 

environment to develop and demonstrate a how to promote the engagement of acid crime 

Survivors of acid violence visit Lok Virsa to learn about Pakistan’s cultural history.



Gender Equity Program A Changed Person
(GEP) which is made 

possible through the Everyone noticed the confidence of acid burn 
support of the United survivor Bushra Bibi as she spoke to international 
States Agency for media and participated in the play focusing on 
International Development women's rights on an event organized to 
(USAID) and is being commemorate the International Women's Day.  
implemented by the Aurat 

Foundation (AF). Bushra almost gave up after two acid attacks on 

her, one at the age of 15 and then again at the age 
In the first quarter of the Gender Equity Program, of 19. The attack was repeated simply because her 
Bushra participated in the International Women's Day perpetrator was not punished after the first attack. 
celebrations and opted to act as the lead in the play After the second attack, her perpetrator was 
which focused on women's rights and ideal society arrested but released as a result of withdrawal of 
mechanisms. She has stayed at the Shelter and had the case from court due to family politics. 
regular checkups and associated procedures. 

Bushra's face and upper body were unrecognizable 
On International Women's Day event, it was obvious and she became blind in one eye.  As a result, she 
that Bushra is not only able to face the society but is was cut off from society and gave herself to 
capable enough to represent acid victims on national housework. She passed through five surgeries 
and international level. She does not feel the need to including hair transplants. She has been a part of 
hide her face anymore and is an agent of change and ASF for five years and her rehabilitation still 
her story motivates many other survivors. She talked to continues. She has participated in numerous 
journalists including Samira Shackle from the Global rehabilitation activities. 
Post and Fabrice Tassel from Liberation accompanied by 

photographer Diego Sanchez.Bushra has benefitted tremendously under the 

A photograph of Bushra by
Diego Sanchez.

survivors in citizen driven action. They were led to 

reflect upon themselves, their history, their roles as 

Pakistani citizens and their potential as  agents of 

change.
GEP’s Monitoring, Evaluation and Research (MER) Unit 

organized two-day experience-sharing and learning The National Women’s Day was attended by three 
workshops for Grant Cycles 5 and 3 on May 23-24, 2013 acid burn survivors. They participated in an event at 
and Jun 13-14, 2013 respectively. F9 Park and managed a stall where they displayed 

items made by them and spoke to media about acid 
As the national coordination sub-grantee of GEP, the violence. Visitors to the stalls praised the survivors 
workshop was organized and managed by Devolution for their courage, resilience and talent. The survivors 
Trust for Community Empowerment (DTCE) in also attended a play highlighting the need to 
coordination with all stakeholders.promote women rights and empowerment.

The International Women’s Day event was attended The main purpose of these workshops was to document 
by 14 survivors. In the afternoon, the ASF team took the lessons learnt from previous experiences regarding 
the survivors to an event at Lok Virsa where they coordination with multiple stakeholders i.e. communities, 
enjoyed music and dance performances. They visited National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA) 
the Pakistan Monument, learnt about Pakistan’s and other civil society organizations and to adopt best 
cultural history and role of women. practices of Grant Cycles 3 and 5 in future.

GEP Organizes Experience-Sharing

Working for Grant Cycles 5 and 3



 
 

In partnership with NADRA, GEP launched “Supporting 

Women CNIC Registration in Selected Districts” 

aimed at increasing CNIC registration of women in 

those districts covering all four provinces which have 

lowest rates of women CNIC registration along with 

the effort to increase voter education in backward 

areas. Around 350,000 women have received CNICs 

under this project with the involvement of 35 local 

community organizations.

 

During the two-day proceedings, presentations 

were made and open discussions held to 

understand the context of the program, ground 

realities in different target areas, procedural issues 

and future course of action. Stakeholders from GEP, 

Aurat Foundation, The Asia Foundation, NADRA, 
NADRA and they were the most marginalized. “Hence a DTCE as national coordination sub-grantee and 
focused effort is required towards registering minority other district level sub-grantee organizations took 
women,” he said.part in the proceedings and enlightened the 

workshop with their experiences.
In the context of recent elections, he praised the 

contribution made by GEP Cycle 5 in an improved voter Sub-grantees of Grant Cycles 3 and 5 gave 
turnout by registering approximately 350,000 to 400,000 presentations and spoke about their experiences, 
women, paving the way for providing them the right to successes and challenges faced during 
vote.implementation of the project. Common challenges 

faced by the sub-grantees were delay in release of 
Director Marketing NADRA Reema Aftab said it was a installments, lack of infrastructure, low staff salaries, 
vast learning experience for NADRA to work with such difficult terrain and scattered population, whereas 
a large number of civil society organizations in one of the issue of law and order was specific to the sub-
largest public private partnerships in Pakistan. “However grantees of Balochistan.  Almost all sub-grantees 
it wasn’t an easy job to do because targets were massive provided figures of their achieved targets. 
and ground realities varied from area to area.”

Speaking on this occasion, Director Monitoring, 
She said it was two years ago at the completion of 100th Evaluation and Research,  Aurat Foundation, Hassan 
Year of International Women’s Day that their Akbar gave an overview of GEP’s upcoming Grant 
management decided to do something for Pakistani Cycles. He acknowledged the need of forming a 
women, and for this reason they met with various donor network of organizations which will not only work 
organizations and finally, in collaboration with Aurat for women rights but also for human rights and the 
Foundation, designed this particular program.rights of vulnerable communities.

Deputy Director NADRA Zaheer Ahmed held an He appreciated the achievements made by sub-
interactive session with the sub-grantees in which they grantees especially those working in challenging 
brought up the challenges they faced during the project’s circumstances of Balochistan. He informed the sub-
implementation. Zaheer said being a government grantees that being GEP/AF partners, they were 
organization they have to follow certain rules, regulations, also members of the Pakistan Gender Coalition.
systems and procedures which caused some delays and He said it was noticed that fewer women belonging 
problems in a few areas.to religious minorities were registered with 

 A participant shares her experience during the event.



 
Zaheer said it was a challenging project for all the 

sub-grantees, because when the project was 

launched, NADRA had already covered 94 percent 

of the population. Still, the sub-grantees were able 
 to identify and register a huge number  women’s 
Gender Equity Program (GEP) Lahore office organized a Computerized National Identity Cards (CNICs).
two-day workshop on “GEP Specific Reporting and Deputy Chief of Party Bushra Jaffar said that this 
Documentation” for sub-grantees of Cycles 6A and 6B project was the largest public-private partnership. 
on April 18 and 19, 2013.She said overall it had been a success as it directly 

or indirectly resulted in women’s CNIC registration.
The workshop focused on building capacity of sub-

grantees on USAID and GEP-specific reporting formats 

and their appropriate documentation protocols. Thirty-

seven participants representing the sub-grantees of 

Cycles 6A and 6B and GEP staff members attended the 

workshop.

The workshop was facilitated by GEP’s Senior Program 

Officer Capacity Building Unit, Islamabad, Raheel Hashmi, 

GFOs Maryam Noor and Tahir Zulqarnain and GEP’s 

Communications and Media Officer, Lahore, Rizwana 

Waseem. 

They explained detailed reporting formats and 

documentation protocols to be considered while writing 

project and financial reports and branding and marking 

of these documents.

 

GEP Lahore Office organized an event for the provincial Chief Strategy and Policy Officer Aurat Foundation, 
launch of the National Baseline Study on June 26, 2013. Younas Khalid said nations are represented by 
Representatives of GEP sub-grantees and civil society institutions and that it has been AF’s aim to 
organizations attended the event. Deputy Program strengthen institutions rather than focusing on 
Manager GEP, Hasna Cheema presented the study’s key individuals. He said they would like to listen a lot 
findings. from all the sub-grantees in future regarding 

interventions and steps taken in empowering 
While giving the overview of the National Baseline women.
Study, Irfan Mufti from SAP-PK said criminal compliance 

is seen in cases where family elders support male gender, The event also included a theatrical performance 
preferring them to females in situations of rape cases.by the Interactive Resource Centre (IRC) which led 

to in-depth discussion on gender roles. The premise 
“Perceptions will change with increase in awareness level behind the play was to highlight masculinity issues 
because few things have improved as indicated in the and the role man can play in reducing domestic 
study when compared with the perception study "One violence against women in the society.  

Lahore Office organizes Training 

Workshop on GEP-Specific Reporting 

and Documentation

GEP Lahore Office Launches 
National Baseline Study

 

 
 

Director Marketing NADRA Reema Aftab highlights the gains of largest
public-private partnership in the country.



 
 

 
 Step forward, Two Steps back" conducted in 1980.” followed by social curriculum which needed to be 

He said the credit goes to media and other watched critically whether it is implemented with its 

institutions that have contributed towards women right contents. 

empowerment.

 “There is a need to make amendments immediately 

Regional Director Aurat Foundation, Nasreen keeping all gender sensitivities in consideration so that a 

Zehra highlighted the role of Aurat Foundation and fine social fabric is woven - the main element of which 

said that AF is not an organization but a movement should include standard education along with standard 

which carried a significant value for addressing code of practices with an essential and compulsory 

common women’s problems and providing portion of training and upbringing of each individual 

solutions on participatory counseling approach. incorporate irrespective of male and female,” he said.

  

Chief Executive Officer SPO Salman Abid said At the end of the event, Interactive Resource Centre, a 

social attitude cannot be injected in society but national sub-grantee of GEP, staged its interactive. 

made her eligible for Fatima’s Road to Success
a professional 

The world turned black and white for Fatima course. She was 

when she was forced to leave behind her six- enrolled in a beauty 

month-old baby, as she got out of a long abusive course under the 

relationship with her husband. GEP economic 

rehabilitation 
 While recovering from the trauma, Fatima could program. “The day I 
never imagine that one day she would become a received my first 
role model for victims of violence. diploma, I had tears 

in my eyes as I never 
Fatima came to the Bali Women Crisis Centre thought I would 
through the Bali Helpline. During her first week at ever be given an 
the shelter home, she started showing signs of a opportunity where I 
true leader. She was the most respected woman would be able to 
amongst her peers, willing to help everyone and have money on my 
voluntarily took on the role of a house-mother own,” said Fatima. She 
because everybody trusted her and looked up to won first place in a Bridal Makeup Competition held by 
her. Behbud Association.

At the Bali Women Crisis Centre (BWCC), she Currently, she is keen to start her own little venture as 
was provided psychological counseling as she was a professional beautician. Fatima’s bravery sets a good 
suffering from mild depression and would example for the rest of the women at the shelter, as 
sometimes exhibit suicidal tendencies, when she she is amongst those who seized the opportunity and 
felt she was unable to keep herself occupied. moved on with her life.
Slowly and gradually she started recovering from 

the shock and started thinking about the options “There is a drastic change in the way I came to BWCC 
available to her. and the way I am today. Not only have I been assisted 

in discovering my true passion, but I also feel that I 
She took a basic beautician skills course during have become more confident and independent,” she 
her stay at the shelter. Her excellent performance said.

Fatima wins first place in a Bridal
Makeup Competition.



 
 

 
 As a result of feedback received during the National GEP teams through Grants Management Committee 

Planning and Review Meeting, the Capacity-Building meetings in all regions.
Unit, in coordination with Communication and Media 
and Monitoring and Evaluation Units, launched a While the National Planning and Review Meeting 
series of workshops in all regions with a provided an opportunity to the GEP team to voice 
comprehensive agenda. their views and concerns, it was a thought-provoking 

The workshops were held in Karachi between April 
22 and 26 in Lahore from April 29 to May 4 and in 
Peshawar from June 3 to 6. All sessions were 
interactive with group work that involved using real 
cases to resolve. 

The participants were encouraged to suggest 
solutions in understanding and shaping their future 
course of actions. They shared numerous issues faced 
by them and appreciated the usefulness of the 
sessions.

The sessions were on the following areas:

·         Understanding role of grant-holding and building 
capacities of sub-grantees through coaching by 
using the “GROW” model

·         Learning to write case studies, success stories experience for senior GEP management. 
and press releases A need was recognized that the GEP team required 

·         Understanding the function of Monitoring and to refresh their understanding of roles and functions, 
Evaluation especially in light of revised and additional role of 

·         How GEP fits into USAID capacity-building officers and communication officers 
·         Understanding the larger picture of the in the regions since they have taken on the key role 

Cooperative Agreement of grant-holding.
·         M&E indicators and Program Monitoring System 

(PMS) data entry A rationale was developed for a four-day learning 
·         M&E Planning intervention in the regions which was presented to 
·         M&E field monitoring guidelines the Grants Management Committee. 
·         Understanding financial and compliance matters 

related to Letter of Grants The sessions were designed in a 'road show' style, 
·         Grant Management Committee (GMC) taking comparable challenges and managing them 

meeting. contextually. 
 
The objective of these workshops was to encourage As the nature of grants has changed and the grant 
inclusivity in the regions and to bridge the gaps holders' role is now streamlined, these meetings 
between Aurat Foundation, The Asia Foundation and served as a resource to:

GEP Organizes Grant Management Committee Meetings in Regions

GEP Capacity Building

Chief of Party GEP Simi Kamal chairs the Grant Management Committee’s
meeting in Karachi. 



Under this sub-grant, CEWS was strengthened 
·         Encourage inclusivity in regions through different agreed interventions. One such 
·         Provide an opportunity to conduct the weekly deliverable was the development and launch of e-

meetings as mini GMC meetings to experience portal. The CEWS successfully developed the portal 
how operational issues are and can be and uploaded research studies and other significant 
highlighted, discussed and decisions made literature.

·         Enable new colleagues to contribute effectively to 
the program The main purpose of the session was to build the 

·         Identify the need for structured and rationalized capacity of all six partnering universities on e-portal 
series of grant holders' learning interventions which has been developed by the KU to create an 
such as coaching and mentoring workshop in the electronic resource pool accessible to students, 
next quarter faculty as well as researchers and to serve as a 

·         Build the capacities of GEP team members with platform for sharing learning, research studies and 
the background in advocacy for responding to other gender-related literature.
the current situation in monitoring and tracking 
service delivery sub-grants The training session was designed to fulfill the 

·         Reiterate Monitoring & Evaluation (M&E) purpose by ensuring that all six participating 
guidelines and share process on escalating any universities are on the same page in terms of their 
irregularities observed during M&E visits role and use of e-portal for data uploading and 

·         New sessions planned on developing skills in downloading.
writing case studies, success stories and press  
releases. Representatives of universities included Gomal 

University Dera Ismail Khan, Bahauddin Zakaria 
In addition, a session on “Gender History and Society” University Multan, Islamia University Bahawalpur, 
was conducted in Lahore. The session evolved around University of Sargodha, Shah Abdul Latif University 
participants exploring their thought patterns in Khairpur, and University of Sindh Jamshoro who 
context to gender. participated in the training session.

It further explored prototypes within society The session featured a presentation by KU officials 
influencing participants mindsets and providing them on how this portal would contain information about  
an opportunity for a gender-sensitive analysis the  Departments of Women and Gender Studies of 
combined with the notion that power relations all the participating universities on researches 
underlying gender differences should also be conducted, publications, free online journals, online 
examined. catalogue of books available in the library and student 

thesis.

 
As part of an effort to enhance the capacity of 
gender studies and women studies departments of 
public sector universities, the University of Karachi 
(KU), under GEP grant, organized a one-day training 
session for six public sector universities on building a 
strong network through e-portal. The session was 
held on June 20, 2013.

GEP, under Aurat Foundation had awarded a sub-
grant to strengthen the capacity of Centre of 
Excellence for Women Studies (CEWS), University of 
Karachi.

Supporting Gender Studies and 
Women Studies Departments in 
Public Sector Universities

Participants learn the functions of e-portal during practical session.



The e-portal will also share list of new areas and issues research of these universities into a powerful ‘block’ to 
in which further research can be conducted, upcoming mainstream women’s issues and gender research across 
training opportunities and international conferences, all public sector universities and their faculties and 
job and internship opportunities for students and latest departments.
research and publications on gender. 

The grants are synergized and designed to form a 
The presentation was followed by practical sessions network for sharing knowledge, research, curricula, 
focusing on individual training on computers after training materials and experiences. In the past the 
making individual user logins. existing centers for women development and gender 

studies have worked in isolation and have not had much 
contact or sharing.

In the first phase, GEP supported three universities -  
Karachi, Punjab and Balochistan universities. The Centre 
for Excellence for Women Studies, Karachi University 
(CEWS-KU) developed an e-portal for knowledge-
sharing where other universities are sharing their 
information. 

At this stage, 1415 students of Gender Studies and 
Women Studies Departments of six universities are 
connected through the e-portal. 

In the Grant Cycle 6-B, GEP awarded grants to another 
six universities across Pakistan - Islamia University 
Bahawalpur, Bahauddin Zakariya University Multan, 
University of Sindh Jamshoro, Shah Abdul Latif 
University Khairpur and University of Sargodha. GEP has been able to build a strong network of Gender 

Studies and Women Studies Departments of nine public 
These universities have been briefed on e -portal and sector universities under Grant Cycle 6 through a set 
invited to share their information CEWS-KU also of linked grants.
provided training to the relevant staff members of these 
universities.These grants aimed at ‘federating’ the voices and 

Participants of the training on e-portal pose for a group photograph.  

Number of Students of Gender
Studies Departments:

1

2

3

4

5

6

500

250

150

174

07

334

Karachi university

Punjab University  250 students

Balochistan University.

Sindh University Jamshoro

Gomal University D.I. Khan.

Bahauddin Zakariya University

S.No. University Students



 
 

Information 
http://www.af.org.pk/gep, Email: info.gep@af.org.pk, Mail: PO Box No. 1105, Islamabad, Pakistan. 

This publication is made possible by the support of American people through the United States Agency 
for International Development (USAID). The contents are the sole responsibility of the Aurat Foundation 

and do not necessarily reflect the views of USAID or United States Government.

Acid burn victims perform 

in a theatre play organized 

to commemorate the 

International Day of the 

Innocent Child Victims of 

Aggression on June 4, 2013.

 

The performance stressed 

the need for promoting 

women and child rights 

while highlighting the role of 

media and the challenges 

faced in trying to access 

justice.
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Razia Muhammad Juma, Social 
Mobilizer representing 
Awareness on Human Rights, 
Social Development and 
Action Society (AHSAS-PK), 
Balochistan, said at an 
experience-sharing workshop 
of Grant Cycle 5 “Supporting 
Women CNIC Registration” 
organized on May 23 and 24, 
2013 that majority of men and 
women were not aware of the 
importance of Computerized 
National Identity Cards 
(CNIC). We were able to 
convince these men that not 
having CNIC leaves their 
women at a big disadvantage.
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